PSYCHOLOGY (PSYC)

PSYC 5311 Research Methods and Statistics I
3 Semester Credit Hours (3 Lecture Hours)
THE PURPOSE OF THIS COURSE IS TO PROVIDE BEGINNERS KNOWLEDGE ON TOPICS RELATED TO PSYCHOLOGICAL METHODOLOGY AND STATISTICS. SPECIFICALLY, THE COURSE WILL COVER A RANGE OF TOPICS RELATED TO STANDARD NORMAL CURVE, T-SCORES, Z-SCORES, TRANSFORMATION OF SCALES, RELIABILITY, VALIDITY, CONFIDENCE INTERVALS, EFFECT SIZE, ITEM ANALYSIS AND FACTOR ANALYSIS. THE COURSE WILL COVER THESE TOPICS WITHIN THE CONTEXT OF T-TESTS, CORRELATION AND REGRESSION ANALYSES. IT WILL ALSO COVER THE RESEARCH METHODS IN WHICH THESE TESTS ARE MOST COMMONLY USED: NON-EXPERIMENTAL METHODS SUCH AS SURVEY AND LONGITUDINAL STUDIES.
Prerequisite: (MATH 1342 and PSYC 3411).

PSYC 5312 Research Methods and Statistics II
3 Semester Credit Hours (3 Lecture Hours)
THE PURPOSE OF THIS COURSE IS TO PROVIDE ADVANCED KNOWLEDGE ON TOPICS RELATED TO PSYCHOLOGICAL METHODOLOGY AND STATISTICS. SPECIFICALLY, THE COURSE WILL COVER THE FOLLOWING STATISTICAL TESTS: ANOVA, NON-PARAMETRIC STATISTICS, BETWEEN, WITHIN/REPEATED AND MIXED STUDIES DESIGN. FURTHERMORE, IT WILL ALSO COVER THE RESEARCH DESIGNS IN WHICH THESE TESTS ARE COMMONLY USED. SPECIFICALLY, THE COURSE WILL FOCUS PRIMARILY ON QUANTITATIVE AND QUALITATIVE EXPERIMENTS.
Prerequisite: PSYC 5311.

PSYC 5321 Biological Bases of Behavior
3 Semester Credit Hours (3 Lecture Hours)
The study of the anatomy and physiology of the human nervous system including neural transmission, motor systems, speech and higher cortical functions with special emphasis on the physiological changes associated with pathological conditions and their impact on human behavior. Core course.

PSYC 5322 Advanced Personality Theories
3 Semester Credit Hours (3 Lecture Hours)
A survey of the major approaches to the study of personality. Psychoanalytic, trait, behavioral and humanistic paradigms will be studied with respect to theory, research, and therapeutic application.

PSYC 5323 Advanced Social Psychology
3 Semester Credit Hours (3 Lecture Hours)
A survey of social psychological theory and research. Topics include attitudes, cognition, interpersonal relationships, social influence, prejudice, and group behavior.

PSYC 5324 Advanced Developmental Psychology
3 Semester Credit Hours (3 Lecture Hours)
A survey of developmental theory and research on normal physical, cognitive, emotional, and social development across the lifespan.

PSYC 5341 Graduate Psychopathology
3 Semester Credit Hours (3 Lecture Hours)
Theories, processes and issues related to the development, evaluation, and classification of deviant behaviors.
PSYC 5350  Introduction to Psychotherapy  
3 Semester Credit Hours (3 Lecture Hours)  
THE COURSE INCLUDES A REVIEW OF NUMEROUS THEORETICAL APPROACHES TO PSYCHOTHERAPY, WITH A RELIANCE ON INFORMATION FROM RESEARCH-SUPPORTED PSYCHOTHERAPEUTIC APPROACHES. STUDENTS WILL LEARN THE SIMILARITIES AND DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THESE APPROACHES AT BOTH THE THEORETICAL AND TECHNICAL LEVEL. VARIOUS STAGES OF TREATMENT AND A RANGE OF IMPORTANT ISSUES IN CONDUCTING PSYCHOTHERAPY ARE CONSIDERED. STUDENTS WILL DEVELOP A GENERAL UNDERSTANDING OF THE PROCESS OF THERAPY, AN ABILITY TO CONCEPTUALIZE CLIENT PROBLEMS IN A WAY THAT SUGGESTS POTENTIAL INTERVENTIONS, AND KNOWLEDGE OF TECHNIQUES THAT CAN FACILITATE IMPROVEMENT.

PSYC 5351  Child Psychopathology  
3 Semester Credit Hours (3 Lecture Hours)  
THE COURSE WILL TAKE A DEVELOPMENTAL APPROACH IN EXPLAINING CHILD PSYCHOPATHOLOGY. THE COURSE WILL INCLUDE A CONSIDERATION OF DIAGNOSTIC, EPIDEMIOLOGICAL, DEVELOPMENTAL, AND PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL DETERMINANTS OF BEHAVIOR.  
Prerequisite: PSYC 5324 and 5341.

PSYC 5352  Therapy with Multiple Clients: Interpersonal and Group Dynamics  
3 Semester Credit Hours (3 Lecture Hours)  
THIS COURSE WILL ENGAGE GRADUATE-LEVEL STUDENTS IN THE STUDY OF THE PRINCIPAL THEORIES OF GROUP THERAPY AND FAMILY THERAPY. THE CLASS WILL FOCUS ON THE THEORETICAL, ETHICAL, AND PRACTICAL AND CULTURALLY-INFORMED APPLICATION OF BOTH GROUP PROCESS AND FAMILY THERAPY.

PSYC 5355  Group Psychotherapy  
3 Semester Credit Hours (3 Lecture Hours)  
THIS COURSE IS DESIGNED TO INTRODUCE THE GRADUATE STUDENT TO THE THEORETICAL AND APPLIED ISSUES RELATED TO THE PRACTICE OF GROUP PSYCHOTHERAPY. EXAMINES A VARIETY OF THERAPEUTIC GROUPS AS WELL AS THE ISSUES RELATED TO THE PRACTICE OF GROUP PSYCHOTHERAPY WITH SPECIAL POPULATIONS.  
Prerequisite: PSYC 5350.

PSYC 5356  Applied Behavioral/Cognitive Psychology  
3 Semester Credit Hours (3 Lecture Hours)  
The focus of this course will be on key cognitive and affective bases of behavior and the manner in which these interact with environmental influences. The course will cover how essential concepts within these areas are linked to theoretical conceptualizations of behavior and psychopathology. Theoretical principles will be linked to applications within clinical psychology and to evidence-based interventions for psychological disorders.

PSYC 5357  Psychopharmacology  
3 Semester Credit Hours (3 Lecture Hours)  
THIS COURSE IS DESIGNED TO INTRODUCE THE GRADUATE STUDENT TO THE BASIC CLASSES OF PSYCHOTROPIC DRUGS AND THEIR EFFECTS ON HUMAN BEHAVIOR. THE COURSE WILL BEGIN WITH A BASIC REVIEW OF HOW DRUGS ARE PROCESSED AND USED BY THE BODY INCLUDING PHARMACOKINETICS, PHARMACODYNAMICS AND NEURAL TRANSMISSION. A DISCUSSION OF THE CHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF BOTH THERAPEUTIC DRUGS AND DRUGS OF ABUSE BY DRUG CLASS WILL FOLLOW, INCLUDING A DISCUSSION OF THE MOST COMMON DRUGS USED TO TREAT PSYCHOLOGICAL DISORDERS. A PREVIOUS COURSE IN GRADUATE PHYSIOLOGICAL PSYCHOLOGY (PSYC 5321) IS A PREREQUISITE FOR THIS COURSE.  
Prerequisite: PSYC 5321.

PSYC 5360  Seminar in Psychology  
3 Semester Credit Hours (3 Lecture Hours)  
IN-DEPTH STUDY OF VARIOUS TOPICS WITHIN PSYCHOLOGY SUCH AS THOSE RELATED TO HISTORY, CLINICAL, SOCIAL, EXPERIMENTAL AND BUSINESS AND INDUSTRIAL. MAY BE REPEATED WHEN TOPICS VARY.

PSYC 5390  Thesis  
3 Semester Credit Hours  
Independent research under the direction of a faculty member. May be repeated to a total of six semester hours. Grade assigned will be “credit” (CR) or “no credit” (NC). By permission only.

PSYC 5395  Thesis  
3 Semester Credit Hours  
INDEPENDENT RESEARCH UNDER THE DIRECTION OF A FACULTY MEMBER. MAY BE REPEATED TO A TOTAL OF SIX SEMESTER HOURS.

PSYC 5396  Individual Study  
3 Semester Credit Hours  
INDIVIDUAL STUDY, READING OR RESEARCH WITH FACULTY DIRECTION AND EVALUATION. OFFERED ON APPLICATION TO AND APPROVAL OF THE PROGRAM COORDINATOR. NO MORE THAN 6 HOURS WILL BE COUNTED TOWARDS THE DEGREE.

PSYC 5398  Clinical Practicum  
3 Semester Credit Hours  
SUPERVISED EXPERIENCE IN A PLACEMENT SUCH AS A COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH/MENTAL RETARDATION AGENCY. MAY BE REPEATED. (LIMITED TO DEGREE STUDENTS IN THE PSYCHOLOGY PROGRAM OR GRADUATES OF THE PSYCHOLOGY PROGRAM WORKING ON THE LSSP [LICENSED SPECIALIST IN SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY]). LIABILITY INSURANCE REQUIRED. ENROLLMENT IS DEPENDENT ON THE NUMBER OF SUITABLE PRACTICUM SITES AVAILABLE.